
Our innovative and growing company is looking for a security strategy. Thank you
in advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We
look forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for security strategy

Provide well-researched, well-condensed, and meaningful metrics, such as
Key Goal Indicators (KGI), Key Risk Indicators (KRI), and Key Performance
Indicators (KPI) to ensure accurate data is provided in the making of business
cases for adjustments in budget, resources, and decisions (risk approval)
Develop a comprehensive division strategy which will be integrating the
product portfolio-specific dimensions the country-specific dimensions
Drive and monitor the implementation of the strategy
Identify future key technologies and ensure their development to
secure/increase market shares
Initiate and conduct the development of the company through M&A,
alliances, international cooperation schemes, creation of subsidiaries
Drive strategic priority topics and initiatives in close cooperation with other
entities of the division
Monitor and support the strategy implementation
Propose, support and promote the development of comprehensive solutions
worldwide, including the make-or-buy strategy
Drive the industrial development and support the implementation of an
industrial footprint, including a strategy for subsidiaries and joint ventures
Supports Strategy Leads in completing Strategy deliverables (roadmaps,
documentation, metrics & measures, ), and ensures adherence to established
standards, guidelines and templates

Qualifications for security strategy

Example of Security Strategy Job Description
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The candidate should have the ability to lead engagements work as an SME
on large engagements
Bachelor’s Degree or equivalent in computer science, management
information systems or equivalent discipline from an accredited college or
university
Minimum of 7 years of experience in overall Information Technology
Minimum of 4 years of experience in security / cyber-security area
Minimum of 1-2 years experience leading teams, projects, initiatives, or
security efforts
Enhances the ability of all to work productively toward achieving strategic
objectives


